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Details of Visit:

Author: psychodave
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 26 Jan 2011 11.30am
Duration of Visit: 45
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07989336526

The Premises:

Mid terraced house fronting a busy road, door was answered within a few seconds eliminating the
need to wait. Parking is quite difficult to find as most surrounding streets have double yellow lines, a
search will yield an odd available space nearby. Area felt safe but during darkness may be a
different story. House interior was clean and tidy, bedroom had double bed and chest of drawers
and had good heater making it very warm.

The Lady:

Mira is aged about 20, nice slim figure, standing at about 5'6", completely shaven. The main
drawback is the fact that she is of Spanish origin and her English is to say the least a little sparse,
this made for difficult communication.

The Story:

After a break from the punting scene I found myself in Derby with a couple of hours to spare
(Intended to see Leonie but she was not available) got out the laptop and found Mira's details. Rang
but got no reply, then received a text from her telling me she had problems with her phone. The
composition of the text should have alerted me to the language barrier. Once in the bedroom I paid
my dues and got undressed, she lay beside me and made a half-hearted attempt at a handjob,
there was some kissing and I decided to go for RO, nice and sweet but once I came back for air, the
kissing was then a no no.Below average blowjob followed then sex in mish and cowgirl. Due to the
language barrier, all this was in silence and it was like having a lump of meat to perform with. After
cumming, took a shower to freshen up and left early - paid for 1hour but had enough after 45
minutes. The services advertised offered so much but delivered so little. This was a definate thumbs
down and the worst punt I have encountered.
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